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333k+ Lifestyle Inspirations for a Vibrant Home & Trendsetting Fashion
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Welcome to your ultimate source for transforming everyday living into an art form, where the essence of vibrant living spaces and the allure of trendsetting fashion converge. Here, we believe in the power of personal space and style as expressions of individuality and sources of inspiration. Dive into a world where home decor meets haute couture, offering endless possibilities to refresh, renew, and revitalize your life. Our platform is designed to inspire, guide, and empower you to create a living environment and wardrobe that not only reflect the latest trends but also resonate with your unique taste and lifestyle.
Explore our carefully curated collections, insightful articles, and dynamic visual content, all aimed at providing you with the freshest ideas and practical tips for elevating your home and fashion game. Whether you’re looking to inject some new energy into your living space with bold colors and patterns, or seeking to update your look with the latest in fashion innovation, our site is your go-to destination. Embrace the joy of crafting a lifestyle that’s as dynamic and multifaceted as you are, with inspirations that span from the coziness of your living room to the glamour of your wardrobe. Join us on this exciting journey to a more beautiful, inspired, and vibrant life.
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3 Unusual Cottage Exterior Ideas
10.02.2021
Quirky and unusual shapes, extraordinary designs and bold design are often used in modern country houses. You can realize almost anything that you have enough imagination for. And for those who wish to…


EXTERIORS, WOOD
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Trendy Barn Style External Timber Cladding
05.02.2021
Barnhouse is a combination of tradition and trend. And first of all, the tendency concerns the interpretation of construction materials of past centuries for modern trends in housing design – loft, minimalism, eco.…


Barnhouse Style, HOME STYLE, Timber Cladding, Trends, Wall Cladding, WALL DESIGN, WOOD
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Beautiful Architecture One Floor Reinforced Concrete House
04.02.2021
If you want to live in a unique, beautiful country mansion, you do not have to look for offers or build a cottage with several floors. The original beautiful house architecture can only…


CONCRETE, HOME DESIGN INNOVATION, Single Floor House
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Adding A Modern Extension To An Old House
30.01.2021
How to make an extension to the old house, preserving the traditionality of housing and at the same time making it convenient for a modern family – 2 projects with a photo. The…


EXTENSION
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House on an Uneven Site / Combination of complex terrain and comfort
30.01.2021
Those times in the past when to build a house on an uneven site were a difficult and sometimes impossible task. Innovative approaches to solving complex architectural projects, modern technologies and materials have…


Hillside House
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Advantages of Modern Simple Shapes Houses
30.01.2021
The reasons for the popularity of houses of simple shapes – stylish design, versatility, rationality and practicality – on the example of a project with a photo. The architectural bureau Marcos Miguelez presented…


Simple Design
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Argentinean Brick House Design
30.01.2021
Everyone who cares about their health and home safety will definitely pay attention to the design of a brick house. The many advantages of brick buildings justify the material costs and time spent…


BRICK
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White Modern House Interior – How could it be?
29.01.2021
Light Mediterranean home furnishing styles have been trending in space design over the past few years. One of the main features of this trend is the white modern house interior in minimalism. Consider…


HOME COLORS, INTERIOR, White Color
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Lightweight Steel Structure House Design
24.01.2021
The usual vision of metal as a heavy, bulky material gradually fades into the background. The modern design of a steel structure house by architect Jan Kinsbergen demonstrates the ease of perception of…


Steel Frame Homes
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Minimalist Cube House – An example of futuristic architecture
24.01.2021
The architecture of the future is a complex, creative configuration created with elementary simple shapes and lines. An example of such an object is the minimalist cubic house, which combines the most extravagant…


Cubic Style, Futuristic Design, HOME STYLE, Minimalist Style
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Facade With Classic Exterior Foam Quoins
19.01.2021
Quoins is the format of the wall covering, as well as the intermediate space between several surfaces. This style is characterized by simple, but at the same time rough, uncouth lines along the…


Classic Style, EXTERIORS, HOME COLORS, HOME STYLE, White Color
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How to decorate a room with white walls? White walls and wood
19.01.2021
Natural materials and a lot of white are the leading trend in modern interior design. On a clean surface, you can experiment with decor, focus on furniture, use volumetric shapes and non-standard openings…


HOME COLORS, WALL DESIGN, White Color, WOOD
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Pyramid Hip Roof House
19.01.2021
The roof is one of the most important protective elements of the building structure. There are a lot of varieties of this coating, each of which has a multifunctional, aesthetic, constructive purpose. The…


ROOF
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Small Shed Roof House Ideas
19.01.2021
What are the advantages of Shed roofs of private houses in modern suburban construction – an example of a project with a photo. The architectural bureau EKAR & Full Scale Studio presented a…


ROOF
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Wave Roof / Culmination of a modern villa on the shores of the Aegean
19.01.2021
Wave roof – as the main element of the villa, stylized Mediterranean theme. Features of interior and exterior design. The architectural bureau Foster + Partners presented a project of a villa in Turkey…


ROOF
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Monolithic Concrete House / Design advantages
19.01.2021
The advantages of a monolithic concrete house are its original architecture, industrial style and the practicality of a free-space space. The main feature of the construction of cast concrete is the ability to…


CONCRETE
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Modern Prefabricated Wooden Houses / Prefab wooden homes from Chile
19.01.2021
The modern building world offers various concepts and technologies for the construction of economical and stylish housing. New types of structures take little time for construction, while guaranteeing a full level of comfort.…


Modular Homes, WOOD, Wooden Facade
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Deconstructivism in Wooden House Design
19.01.2021
What are the benefits of a modular type cottage due to the design of wooden houses in the style of deconstructivism. The architectural bureau Elii shifted the model of deconstructivism into a somewhat…


Modular Homes, WOOD, Wooden Facade
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Black Concrete / Modern Solution in Architecture and Design
19.01.2021
How and where to use black concrete in the construction of private houses on the example of a project with a photo. Features of black concrete with a photo and description. Contrast is…


Black Color, CONCRETE, HOME COLORS, HOME STYLE, Loft & Industrial Style
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Modern Hillside Villa / Japanese project of combining extravagance and unity with nature
19.01.2021
Beautiful houses on the slope always look unusual and creative. Many are frightened by gently sloping areas due to the complexity of design and construction of the building. But, casting aside all fears…


Hillside House, HOME STYLE, Japanese Style
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Stone Concrete Houses / Futuristic hillside house from Mexico
19.01.2021
Stone has long been considered the most durable and durable building material in the construction of residential buildings. Such structures look massive, beautiful, with a special “medieval” aura. In the quiet city of…


CONCRETE, Futuristic Design, Hillside House, STONE
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120+ Models of Decorative Columns in 3D formats: STL, SKP, 3DS, OBJ
11.01.2021
We bring to your attention to download a practical collection of 3D models of decorative columns. More than 120 sets: column base + column shaft + column capital. Any model can be easily…


3D MODELS, Software
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Beautiful Hillside House in a Modern Style
11.01.2021
As a beautiful house on a slope in a modern style, it has become an object of combining tradition, ultramodernity and naturalness. Description of the project and photo of the object Jordi Hidalgo…


Hillside House, HOME DESIGN INNOVATION
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Flat Roof Modern House On The Slope
08.01.2021
The nature of Bowen Island National Park in Canada is the perfect place to enjoy the silence, the majesty of the environment, the picturesque scenery as part of a family vacation. A modern…


Flat Roof, Flat Style, Hillside House, HOME STYLE, ROOF
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Unique House Design With Concrete Roof
08.01.2021
Monolithic construction technology is so versatile that it allows you to adapt old forms to a modern style. An example of such a project was the design of a house with a concrete…


CONCRETE, ROOF
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Simple Concrete House Design with Original Configuration
06.01.2021
Considering the project of the architectural bureaus Guaresti and Altieri Arquitectura, initially we see a fairly simple design of an L-shaped concrete house. But the more we look closely, the richer and more…


CONCRETE, Simple Design
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5+ Small Plot House Ideas
05.01.2021
Non-standard ideas for building a house on a small plot allow you to build a full-fledged family cottage on an area that is hardly suitable for a small summer cottage. Modern monolithic housing…


Small House Design
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Bungalow House – as a standard of Eco-Style
27.12.2020
Modern architects have transformed a traditional bungalow home into luxury, spacious housing. This type of real estate is no longer perceived as a hut, but more associated with a luxurious mansion. Modern designs…


Bungalow Style
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55 m² Japanese Minimalism in a Small Apartment
26.12.2020
Minimalism style in the interior of the apartment is a design where strictness, restraint in design is sustained. The use of functional objects, a minimum of furniture, and a lack of decor allow…


HOME STYLE, Japanese Style, Minimalist Style, Small House Design
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High Tech House Facade
25.12.2020
They began to actively apply this style of style not only in interior decoration, but also in the exterior of the building. The furnished exterior of the high-tech home cannot be confused with…


EXTERIORS, Wooden Facade
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70+ Stunning Pilaster 3D Models for Inspiring Architectural Designs
21.12.2020
Welcome to a world where creativity and architectural design blend seamlessly, brought to life through an exceptional library of over 70 stunning pilaster 3D models. Since 2004, a renowned architectural decor manufacturer has…


3D MODELS, Software
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Beige Stone Finish Combined With White Interior
21.12.2020
Organization of external and internal space is a whole flight of various styles, design ideas. A mix of competently selected design solutions for the modern facade of the house allows you to create…


Beige Color, HOME COLORS, INTERIOR, STONE, White Color
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3+ Beautiful Small Two Story House Designs
20.12.2020
The idea of building a small two-story house is relevant with a limited budget and the absence of a large plot for the construction of the building. This is especially important for young…


HOME DESIGN INNOVATION, Small House Design, Two Story House
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